Dielectric analysis of nanofiltration membrane in electrolyte solutions: influences of electrolyte concentration and species on membrane permeation.
Dielectric properties of a nanofiltration membrane immersed in dilute aqueous electrolyte solutions were measured, and frequency dependence of capacitance and conductance of the systems was analyzed, based on the interfacial polarization theory, giving values of permittivity and conductivity of the membrane and the solutions. Permittivity, epsilon m, of the membrane slightly decreased whereas conductivity, km, of the membrane increased with increasing electrolyte concentration, as a result of entrance of ions into the membrane. The ratio of membrane/solution conductivity, km/kw, also depended on the electrolyte concentration, showing that distribution of ions in the membrane and in solutions follow Donnan equilibrium, due to the presence of negative fixed charges in the membrane. New expressions were derived from Donnan equilibrium principle to explain this phenomenon, and negative fixed charge concentration ce of the membrane was obtained; thus the Donnan potential, DeltaPhi Don, of the membrane in solutions at various concentrations could be calculated. The new expressions could be expected to be usable to analyze ion permeation property through membrane.